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Yreedom to 'Write:

Composition Course for ghetto Adults

DAVID P. DEMAREST, JR.

IF OUR SOCIETY MAKES COOD OD its prom-
ises to train increasingly large numbers
of ghetto adults for profitable employ-
ment, college composition teachers will
find themselves more and more often
called on to teach in training programs.
And they will be asking again in a new
context the old, vexing questionswhat
does one teach in a composition course,
or in "language skills," or in "communi-
cation" (what does one ever teach?),
how does one teach it?

My own experience in '67-'68 in two
ten-week programs designed to train
paraprofessional mental health workers
has suggested to me some tentative an.
swers. My responsibility was to meet a
class (of ten trainees in one session, of
fifteen in the other) for two hours a
week to teach something called "lan-
guage skills." While a few of the stu-
dents fell into a 35 to 50 age bracket,
most were in their twenties, and the
average age was 20 to 25. The average
age was, therefore, not startlingly dif-
ferent from what I'm used to in upper-
class and graduate courses. But the back-
grounds of the students were strikingly
different from those of students at our
affluent universities. At least several of
the men had reform school and/or pris-
on records, and some of the women
(possibly a majority) had already been
separated from a first husband and were
trying to support children themselves.
While most of the trainees were techni-
cally high school graduates, most of
them had gone to ghetto high schools,
and a number were dropouts who had
passed a high school equivalency test.
All of the students but one were Negro.
In short, they did not look much like, nor
could they be expected to write much

like, the average class of university fresh-
men.

An obvious possibility in the course
was to emphasize mechanics. Everyone
in the class, in some degree or another,
demonstrated in his first paper a ver-
sion of nonstandard English. It was clear
that I could spend as much time as I
wanted working on subject-verb agree-
ment, comma splices and sentence frag-
ments, apostrophes, or what have you.
And it was unrealistic to suppose one
could ignore this problem. After all, the
bureaucrats who would be immediate
superiors of many of the trainees in
various agencies might be the sort who
would worry about grammatical proto-
col. Every week, therefore, I spent some
time reviewing obviously nonstandard
usages that had showed up in papers.

But the fact that these trainees had
problems with mechanics struck me as
the least interesting thing about them,
and certainly a problem area that would
be dealt with least interestingly by slog-
ging through mistakes and giving exer-
cises and nuizzes. Two other factors
showed up that suggested directions for
a composition course. One was the fact
that many in the group wanted to write.
I put this in italics because it may seem
strange to the ears of freshman com-
position teachers. Largely verbalized to
me in out-of-class comments, the desire
to write seemed to involve two attitudes.
First, there was the opinion of several
that "I want to be a writer," "I'd like
to write a novel," or "my story," or
"my memoirs,,

; the basic attitude here
seemed to be "I have a lot to tell."
Then there was a willingness, if not al-
ways an eagerness, to work on writing
assignments because the group gener-
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ally seemed to regard writing as the
basic thing they needed to know. Writ-
ing seemed to symbolize what educa-
tion mefAnt. Looking at this side of the
trainees' attitudes, a college composition
teacher might be heartened as he re-
called lukewarm receptions in the col-
lege classroom. Obviously, one part of
the teaching job was to figure a way
to capitalize on this readiness to write.

Paradoxically perhaps, co-existent with
these positive attitudes was a very nar-
row conception of what the classroom
study of writing would mean. Most of
the traineesmaybe not unlike college
freshmentended to regard mechanical
mistakes as the cardinal writing sins.
Moreover, the fact that they made me-
chanical mistakes in their writing seemed
a constant ieminder that they could not
write, no matter how much they wanted
to; mechanical mistakes disqualified
them. Indeed, it may not be overstating
it to suggest that their grammatical er-
rors symbolized for them their lack of
education.

The essence of the problem that re-
vealed itself, I felt, was accentuating the
positivefinding subjects and methods
which would allow the trainees to see
the important ways in which their writ-
ing was good or could be made good.
I wanted them to see that there were
more valuable standardsand ones more
accessible to themthan impeccable me-
chanics. This approach might have an-
cillary advantages of helping their con-
fidence in job situations and of enabling
them to perform better a function that
should be expected of paraprofessionals
telling it like it is.

I had tried from the start to make
the weekly topics tangible, close to the
trainees' own backgrounds and lives,
relevant to problems that they might
encounter in mental health worka de-
scription of a street, a child's view of
his family or his school, an analysis of
the problems faced by middle class
social workers. I began in both groups
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with the description of a street, and in
certain respects that topic turned out
both times to be my most successful
assignmentprimarily, I think, because
it allowed people leeway in developing
it (sometimes, with more specific topics
the group would accuse me of "prying"
or being "nebby"). Here are two of the
papers I received on "a streerboth
written in class in less than
time.

Frankstown Avenuebetter known as
the Avenueis an Ghetto artery of one
of the black pockets of Pittsburgh. At
the beginning of dawn to many hours
after the setting of the sun, the street
is congested with life. There's the
junkie, the drop-out, the hustler, the
man, and the many more that con-
stitutes the ghetto. It is the whitey that
opens it in the morning and also th,
whi.,,y that closes it at night. The
joints are opened a few hours before
the storw; they are also the last to
close. The street is a place to mingle,
to shop, or to forget.

The name of the street is Mononga-
hela, the name of the borough Swiss-
vale. The street runs approximately
twenty blocks from Braddock Ave. to
the Rankin Bridge. At the beginning of
the street where all of the homes are
occupied by white families, the street
is clean, well-kept, lawns, windows,
flowers etc. As you turn the corner it
is the beginning of a commercial area;
store cleaners, barbershop, hardware,
etc. This runs for about seven to ten
blocks and it converts back to residen-
tial. Now the homes are a little less
attractive they are not as well kept,
the further you get to the end of the
street the more dirty the street becomes
the more ragged the lawns and scrub-
bery. When you get to the end of the
street just before you cross the bridge.
This is my end the end in which I
was reared. I think that there was never
any possibility of getting to the other
end. The other end of the street doesn't
interest me anymore because I want to

an hour's
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go even farther than the end of the
street itself. The street affandk me chal-
lenge. When I was young we waral
good even for the top of the street sow
I'm too good for the Street.

Both of these papers turned up cer-
tain mechanical ?whims that needed to
be pointed out to the authoas. Mote
portant to show the class, however, were
the clear virtues each paper contams.
Both demonstrate an excellent use of
precise detail, &chiming a tangthle, you-
are-there cinality. The second paper em-
phasizes this effect with a specrle and
consistent viewer's point of vision that
also organizes and emphasizes the idea
of the paragraph. Both papers thus
allowed me to Cr.- (I used the
overhead pro7- b. 1, throughout the lam-
gram) writing virtnes that I fek mare
important for and communicable to the
whole gra, le 6,01E b I 1 SpeCa!a.i.r. co-
herence, central point.

The frst paper has a special virtue or
interest. In its brlorit 21111 II the
rhythmic pattern of Bs sentences, it is
almost poetic. I pointed this out
to the group, mm was a surprising
revelation a the trainees' wriing in-
terests: they felt it a high compliment
that I told the mrmtt he W2S
something close to poetry. Far from the
jaundiced -view of poetry sometimes
taken by a co class, wiling poetry
was an int mmi idea to
expressive of mTm wish to wirar,, to tell
their own experieme and ideas. Again
this- interest was confirmed by personal,
out-of-class klam ao Li aboaa poetry, and
by one young woman's volunteering to
read aloud poetry she had been railing
on her own.

This revelatim about poetry-writing
occurred early in my experience with
the first OE 7 DE cycle and encourned
me to establish a principle that I applial
from that ZOO ijn throughout the whole
program. More often than not, I
allowed the In wrile their week-
ly papers in the form that felt most com-
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fartable to thempoetry, prose narra-
th-e or description, comentional essay
paragraphs. Here are two responses to
the same assignmenta ghetto child's
View of his emironmentwritten by dif-
ferent authors from those of the first
papers cited.

Have yon watt-bed the Black clnl-
dren playing in their homes? They are
always a little angryand a little sad.
The . of books in any other
gar than Mae Shane, has never been
known, and the toys have been crushed
into odd shaped pieces of plastic.

They play with pencils, and write on
the walls, hot no boc:y cares because
it isn't a very good wall anyway. The
plaster is , a. and the paint is old
and peeling. The pencls are soon aban-
doned, the wall is much too
ruff to wale on.

They play walh garbage, and find
all seats of near things; there are pieces
of radios: and there are new pieces
of broken toys; and there are knives
and all iL of wonderful things. The
garbage is a fine source of fun, and
there is so 13 01 of I around the homes
of the Black people.

The '3 ass 2re Still one more way
to pass a, ii evening at home.
The ha ail, a. all get rolls of newspaper
or comic a and they turn out the
rights. The little ones, one and all,
come out of the stove, and, the ice bar,
and the sink. LAtle do they
know that .a . they can eat the filth
that has left, an ambush will be
inacted. The chrldren tam on the lights
soddenly and rush into the kitchen,
smashing and iit,mg the little ones:
The I c.c.. axe everywhere, but the
ems are everywhere too, and before
the night is out ten thousand more of
the ones will be born, so the game
can gm on, tomorrow night and to-
rmentor a :22

The Black children have an the fun.

Ghetto Environment
callous child Lives in tins'
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.Azad he plays ia 1 Fanoptf lot
aid can km. for mow. Imre,
So %by Acid& time City cue

Clad breaks wiinions Ina& sends and
stones,

Matter busy co tie picasim
Neigiinars, crv, take a In& and see,
liklant year &id inns dame to nne.
Tel leis Ulm fr krne no fine,
Ine's doers cm time amour dinating wine.

Clad boom is shaky., aid, and bang

Eves tine rags orowed across swarm
So &mid cat is Lim* as cara hey
sad he samminq so tint nnoirs time-

CIAO goes to school and try. to IMIENI,
feather dreads, Woke up Bilkr Bs yaw

tom"
avid wont to frau, log as bond yam see
ine says tucker iis Away &big on ate.
Clad MMEDther Sued Liam a saudwida far

knack,
aneanwinik clad steals Daddy eigimeet

bons.

Sunday is Cali:lay,
go 10 am* insticad of play.

Ile pray to God and ask him please.
SONEECIE tire a lamest Ine.

0 IA E

Cold inace au Sew,
eves *Mei ilge Galen, Ic IME6e.
Take imp year will and fent bark yaw

Team

Take wing 3onr kaae. I way sat be
imaria.

Ozgazize 'ist grows or mem a block
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It wlll take time and energy you set,
Ore day I hope you'll be free.

Both of these, I feel, are excellent
compositions. The first one. would prob-
ably do pretty well by the conventional

of the freshman classroom.
Irhe 3 3 3 iS a deliberate use of dialect
(by an author who would, in any event,
have used some dialect) and is a possible

of where the freedom to use
dialect in a writing assignment has

the author to write comfortably,
naturally arta dramatically about the
subject. I3oth papers illustrate well the

ciples I hoped to teach
n, coherence, etc.

not wish to claim large amounts
or blame for the papers rve

or for whatever did or didn't
haws I in my course called "language
grills: Obviously a ten-week session with

job trainees presents perple)dng
choices of priority and emphasis for a
teacher who is used to fifteen weeks

kids who have never stepped off
the coriveyor beIt of our education
systeut. Ali I wish to claim here is that
raly experience suggests that perhaps the

t thing about nonstandard
writers may not be that they're

b that they want to write
and have something to say. If that is
the case, a composition course should
free them to write.
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